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Abstract 

The interpretation of cone penetration test (CPT) data is important for the in-situ 

characterisation of soils. Interpretation of CPT data remains a predominately empirical process 

due to the lack of a rigorous model that can relate soil properties to penetrometer readings. 

Interpretation is especially difficult in layered soils, where penetrometer response can be 

affected by several horizons of soil with different properties. This paper aims to provide some 

insight into the mechanisms of soil displacement that occur as a penetrometer is pushed into 

layered soils. Data is presented from centrifuge modelling of probe penetration in layered soils 

in an axisymmetric container where soil deformation patterns around the probe can be measured. 

Results obtained from uniform soil tests are also presented to illustrate the effects of soil density 

and stress level (i.e. centrifuge acceleration). A large influence zone is found to relate to the 

higher penetration resistance obtained in a denser soil. Differing soil displacement patterns at 

low and high stresses are related to the tendency of the soil to dilate, with the well-known 

consequence of a non-linear increase of penetration resistance with stress level. Layered soil 

tests show a clear difference of soil deformation patterns compared to uniform tests, especially 

for vertical displacements. The peak value of vertical displacement of the soil occurs at dense-

over-loose interfaces, while a local minima occurs at loose-over-dense interfaces. Parameters 

are proposed to quantitatively evaluate the layered effects on soil deformations and a 

deformation mechanism is described for penetration in layered soils based on the transition of 

displacement profiles. 
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1. Introduction 

Cone penetration tests (CPT) are frequently used in geotechnical engineering for in-situ 

evaluations of soil properties and profiles. CPT data is also valuable for use within pile design 

methods and for the evaluation of soil liquefaction potential. The response of a CPT is very 

complex; it relates not only to the mechanical properties of the soil in which the probe tip is 

penetrating, but also the properties and proximity of nearby horizons of soil. As such, rigorous 

analysis of CPT data is very difficult and interpretation generally relies on empirical 

relationships for soil identification and classification (Sadrekarimi, 2016).  

The CPT probe generates a complex deformation field as it penetrates into the soil. For plane-

strain conditions, a comprehensive illustration of soil patterns around a flat-bottomed 

penetrometer was provided by White (2002) and White and Bolton (2004). The tests were 

conducted at 1-g (g = gravity) within a pressure chamber, and the results include streamlines of 

soil movement and stress profiles at the base of the penetrometer. The evolution of soil element 

deformation was illustrated and the reduction of stresses above the pile tip was related to cavity 

contraction caused by the densification of soil around the shaft. Mo (2014) reported results from 

axisymmetric elevated-g tests using a geotechnical centrifuge in which a half-cylindrical probe 

with a conical tip was pushed along a Perspex wall into both uniform and layered soil profiles. 

A resistance ratio was proposed in order to evaluate the transition curve of penetration 

resistance as the probe moved from one soil layer to another. A fully three-dimensional 

investigation was achieved by Paniagua et al. (2013) by using digital image correlation on x-

ray micro tomography data. The authors were able to evaluate deformations around a fully-

cylindrical penetrometer pushed into pressurised samples of silt. Failure patterns were 

described from the evolution of volumetric and shear strains. 

Natural soil deposits often consist of layers with varying thickness and mechanical properties. 

Gui and Bolton (1998) reported that the CPT profile in layered soils deviates from a uniform 

soil profile when the probe reaches a certain distance from the soil layer interface and that some 

distance is required to develop a new tip resistance once the probe has penetrated into the 

second soil layer. Thus the transition zone around the soil layer interface can be separated into 

two parts: (1) the transition zone above the interface in which the probe begins to sense the 

underlining soil layer, and (2) the transition zone below the interface which extends to the depth 

where the probe is no longer influenced by the upper soil layer. Transition zones around soil 

layer interfaces have been shown to depend on the properties and thickness of soil layers 

(Meyerhof and Sastry, 1978a,b; Youd and Idriss, 2001; Mo et al., 2015). Analytical methods 

(e.g. Vreugdenhil et al., 1994; Mo et al., 2017) and numerical approaches (e.g. Ahmadi and 

Robertson, 2005; Xu, 2007; Walker and Yu, 2010) have also been performed to investigate 
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penetration problems in layered soils. Despite these valuable contributions, there is still a 

limited amount of data available on penetration induced soil deformations within layered soils.  

In this paper, data obtained from geotechnical centrifuge modelling of cone penetration tests in 

layered soils are included, with a particular emphasis on the illustration of soil deformations 

around the probe. The experimental equipment is the same as that presented in Mo et al. (2015); 

the penetrometer consisted of a half-cylindrical probe with a conical tip which was pushed into 

the soil at a Perspex wall in an axisymmetric container, thereby enabling the measurement of 

subsurface soil movements using digital image analysis. The paper first discusses the effect of 

soil density and stress level effect on deformation patterns. This is followed by a detailed 

illustration of the effect of soil layering on soil deformation patterns. The paper supplements 

the work presented in Mo et al. (2015, 2017) in several ways: (1) additional results are presented 

that relate to the effects of stress condition; (2) the method for interpreting layered effects on 

soil displacements is elaborated; (3) profiles of displacements after penetration are presented 

which indicate different mechanisms for a loose-over-dense compared to a dense-over-loose 

configuration of soil layers; and (4) transition parameters of both horizontal and vertical 

displacements are introduced to quantitatively evaluate the layered effects on soil 

displacements, which are also related to the transitions based on penetration resistance. 

 

2. Centrifuge tests and soil deformation measurement 

Centrifuge tests were conducted using Fraction E silica sand (mean grain size 穴泰待 噺 ど┻なね 兼兼) 

with layers of varying relative density in a なぱどソaxisymmetric model. Tests were performed on 

the Nottingham Centre for Geomechanics (NCG) に 兼  radius geotechnical centrifuge. The 

penetrometer had a diameter of 稽 噺 なに 兼兼  and was pushed into the sand at a speed of な 兼兼【嫌. Soil models were prepared by the multiple-sieving air pluviation method (Mo et al., 

2015) to either a relatively dense state with relative density (経追) of approximately ひどガ or a 

relatively loose state with relative density of approximately のどガ. Note that the relatively loose 

sand, referred to simply as loose in this paper, falls within the ‘medium dense’ range (経追 噺ぬのガ ｂ はのガ), and the relatively dense sand, referred to as dense, falls within the ‘very dense’ 

range (経追 噺 ぱのガ ｂ などどガ), based on BS EN ISO 14688-2:2004. Tests were performed at both のど訣  (centrifuge acceleration) and な訣  to evaluate the effects of stress level. Note that at 

prototype scale, the penetrometer represents a ど┻は 兼 diameter pile, which is comparable to a 

typical full-scale driven pile. The comparison between のど訣 and な訣 results aims to provide an 

indication of the effect of stress condition on the induced soil deformation mechanism. Details 

of the layered soil profiles are summarised in Table 1.  
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A half-cylindrical model container with a Perspex window was used to enable the observation 

of penetration-induced sub-surface soil deformations, as shown in Figure 1(a). Digital cameras 

were used to obtain a series of images of the penetrometer and soil throughout the tests. Soil 

deformations caused by the penetrometer, schematically presented in Figure 1(b), were 

measured using the Matlab-based image analysis methodology ‘geoPIV’ developed by White 

et al. (2003). Note that ‘隙’ and ‘桁’ represent the horizontal and vertical positions of soil 

elements, and ‘ッ捲’ and ‘ッ検’ indicate horizontal and vertical displacements, respectively. ‘茎’, 

defined as 茎 噺 権 伐 権沈津痛勅追捗銚頂勅, indicates the distance between the cone shoulder and the soil 

layer interface. The upper soil layer interface is taken as the location of 権沈津痛勅追捗銚頂勅 (Figure 1b) 

to define 茎 for multi-layered tests. Further details on test set-up and procedures can be found 

in Mo (2014). 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Effects of soil density 

It has been demonstrated that the response of a penetrometer in granular soils is dominated by 

two factors: confining stress and soil density (e.g. Lee, 1990; Bolton et al., 1999; Mo, 2014). 

In a granular soil, as the probe advances into the soil, the particles are pushed outwards to 

accommodate the probe and are simultaneously dragged downwards owing to shearing at the 

soil-probe interface. The soil around the probe is compressed and confining stresses in the soil 

increase, which in turn act on the probe and increase the penetration resistance. Results from 

the uniform soil tests T02 and T03 can be used to illustrate the effects that soil relative density 

and penetration depth have on deformation patterns. Figure 2 presents the profiles of normalised 

cumulative displacement (にッ捲【稽 , にッ検【稽 ) after なはど 兼兼  of penetration for soil elements 

located at varying normalised offsets (に隙【B 噺 に 蝦 は) from the penetrometer in tests T02 and 

T03. The figure shows the relative radial (ッ検 on the left-side of the plots) and axial (ッ捲 on the 

right-side) displacements that occurred within the soil. The deformation fields for the dense and 

loose tests are similar, though deformations extend further away from the probe and surface 

heave (伐ッ検) is more obvious in the dense sand test. Additionally, strains calculated based on 

the soil displacement data showed that the loose sand close to the probe experienced larger 

volumetric strains owing to the greater compressibility and less restricted dilation (Mo, 2014). 

The movement of a soil element near the probe is initially predominately downwards, but 

becomes increasingly outwards as the probe approaches, ultimately reaching a similar vertical 

and horizontal movement (White and Bolton, 2004; Liu, 2010; Mo et al., 2015). As a result, 

penetration leads to a cylindrical deformation zone around the probe shaft and a spherical 
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deformation region ahead of the cone, as shown in the cumulative displacement profiles in 

Figures 2 and 3. For soil around the probe shaft, the reduction of displacement with offset from 

the penetrometer implies that the observable lateral influence zone is about の稽 wide for dense 

sand, and approximately ぬ┻の稽 for loose sand, based on the results from Mo et al. (2015). Note 

that this influence zone is defined based on the PIV displacement data (i.e. the zone where the 

PIV technique was able to measure displacements caused by penetration) and does not define 

the distance required to a boundary required to avoid boundary effects. For the same tests, the 

value of cone tip resistance in the dense sand was found to be about に 伐 ぬ times that for the 

loose sand. There is certainly a link between observed soil displacement patterns and 

penetration resistance, though this data indicates that it is not a simple linear relationship. 

3.2. Effects of stress level 

The uniform dense sand tests at different g-levels (T01: な訣 and T02: のど訣) can be used to 

demonstrate the effects of stress level on data obtained from penetration tests. The magnitude 

of penetration resistance of the のど訣 test was found to be など 伐 なに times greater than that from 

the な訣 test (Mo, 2014), indicating that the penetration resistance does not scale linearly with g-

level (as demonstrated by Bolton et al., 1999). In order to illustrate the effects of initial stress 

level (i.e. centrifuge acceleration) on soil deformations, Figure 3 provides contours of 

cumulative and instantaneous total displacements (紐ッ捲態 髪 ッ検態) for both the のど訣 and な訣 tests. 

The total displacement after なにど 兼兼 of penetration from the な訣 test shows a slightly larger 

deformation zone as well as more pronounced heaving near the surface. Similar trends are also 

shown in the instantaneous contours (ッz 噺 は 兼兼 in subplots (c) and (d) represents an interval 

of penetration distance), where the heaving effect in the のど訣 test is more constrained by the 

higher stress levels. 

From the results of the な訣 test, the larger deformation contours, especially for the soil near the 

surface, indicate the higher volumetric strains that are a consequence of the increased tendency 

of the soil to dilate under lower confining stresses (compared to the のど訣  test). The 

instantaneous total displacement vectors also show that the soil is displaced more outwards and 

upwards in the な訣 test, indicating the dilatant behaviour induced by the shearing around the 

cone. The larger deformation zone in the な訣 test would therefore create a relatively higher 

stress state around the probe in the な訣 test compared to the のど訣 test. Thus the ratio between 

the cone tip resistance and the in-situ stress condition (圏頂【喧旺待) would decrease as the stress 

level is increased (i.e. from the な訣  to のど訣  test), which has been reported as a typical 

phenomenon for cone penetration tests from both field and laboratory trials (Jamiolkowski et 

al., 1988; Bolton et al., 1999). 
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3.3. Layered effects on soil displacements 

This section considers the displacement data from the layered soil centrifuge tests. The 

transition of penetration resistance in two-layered soil tests is presented in Figure 4a. A cone 

tip resistance ratio 考旺 was defined by Mo (2014) as 

考嫗 噺 槌迩貸槌迩┸葱槌迩┸濡貸槌迩┸葱         (1) 

where 圏頂┸栂 and 圏頂┸鎚 are the resistance in the uniform weak (loose) and strong (dense) soils, 

respectively. The trend of 考旺 tracks the transition of cone tip resistance 圏頂 when penetrating in 

layered soils and varies from ど in a relatively weak soil layer to な in a relatively strong layer. 

The expression  

考嫗捗沈痛 噺 怠怠袋聴迭抜勅掴椎岫聴鉄抜張【喋岻       (2) 

can be fitted to the 考旺 data from the two-layered tests in Figure 4a, where 茎 is the distance to 

the soil layer interface normalised by penetrometer diameter 稽 (Figure 1) and 鯨怠, 鯨態 are curve 

fitting parameters. When the probe is pushed from loose into dense sand (T04), 考旺 transforms 

from 0 to 1, and the transition zone is larger in the dense layer (ね稽) compared to the loose sand 

(に稽). For the tests where the probe goes from dense sand to loose sand (T05), the transition 

zone is again larger in the dense sand (の稽) than in the loose sand (な稽). 

Figure 5 shows the profiles of normalised cumulative displacement in the two-layered tests 

(T04-T05), which illustrate a considerable curvature in the profiles of displacements around the 

location of the layer interface between the loose and dense soils. For the test with loose over 

dense sand (T04), the transition zone in the loose soil is around に稽 based on the profile of にッ検【稽, where the penetration resistance starts to be affected, as shown in Figure 4a. This agrees 

with the extent of the transition zone based on 考旺 in Figure 4a. A local minimum of にッ検【稽 

occurs at the loose-dense interface, followed by the gradual increase of vertical displacement 

as the probe pushes into the dense soil. The extent of the transition zone in the dense soil is not 

clear from this data. A slight increase of horizontal displacements occurs at the transition from 

loose to dense sand layer, however the transition zones around the layer interface are not clear 

based on the ッ捲 data. 

For the test with dense over loose sand (T05), by comparing the data in Figure 5b with those in 

Figure 2a, it can be seen that the vertical displacements occurring when the probe approaches 

the layer interface are larger in the layered test compared to those at an equivalent depth in the 

uniform dense test. The peak displacement of にッ検【稽 occurs at the dense-over-loose interface, 

and the transition zone in the loose sand is about ね稽 based on vertical displacements. This is 
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much larger than the value of な稽 observed from the resistance transition curve in Figure 4a. 

Again, there is a small change (decrease) of horizontal displacement from dense to loose sand 

layer, but this data cannot be used to identify the extent of a transition zone. 

Similar trends can also be found for tests T06 and T07 (Figure 6), where a thin layer of dense 

or loose sand is sandwiched between layers of loose or dense sand, respectively. The 

observation confirms that the peak value of vertical displacements occurs at the dense-over-

loose interface, whereas a local minimum occurs at the loose-over-dense interface.  

Figure 7 shows the locations (based on measured displacements) of the soil layer interface 

during the layered tests after なはど 兼兼 of penetration. Included in the plots are data from the 

uniform dense (T02) and loose (T03) tests based on displacements at depths corresponding to 

the locations of the interfaces in the layered tests. The displacements from the uniform tests are 

similar for the dense and loose sand at shallower depths (桁 噺 ぱの to ひぱ 兼兼 in plots a, b, c-1 

and d-1) but differ slightly at deeper locations (桁 蛤 なのど 兼兼 in plots c-2 and d-2), where the 

dense sand experiences greater displacements.  

The displacements from the layered tests are shown to fall outside of the range of displacements 

from the uniform sand tests. The displacements from the loose-over-dense interfaces are always 

less than the displacements from both the uniform dense and loose tests, supporting the 

observation of a local minimum at the layer interface in the ッ検 data in Figures 5 and 6. The 

opposite is true for the dense-over-loose interfaces, where displacements are greater than those 

from both the uniform dense and loose tests (indicating a peak in ッ検 observed at the layer 

interfaces in Figures 5 and 6). 

The data presented thus far indicate that the pattern of soil displacements around the interfaces 

between soil layers is affected by the properties of the soil in the respective layers. However, 

the figures have not demonstrated a clear definition of the extent of the transition zones based 

on soil displacement data. In order to better quantify the extent of the transition zones from the 

displacement data, the approach adopted for penetration resistance (Xu and Lehane, 2008; Mo, 

2014) is now applied to the displacement data.  

Following the definition of the cone tip resistance ratio 考旺 in Equation 1 (plotted in Figure 4), 

the changes of soil deformation between layered and uniform tests can be treated as a ratio, 

which is termed 行旺. Due to the different magnitude of the effect of soil layering on horizontal 

and vertical displacements, 行旺 is evaluated for ッ捲 and ッ検 separately as:  

行嫗綻掴 噺 綻掴貸綻掴】葱綻掴】濡貸綻掴】葱        (3) 
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行嫗綻槻 噺 綻槻貸綻槻】葱綻槻】濡貸綻槻】葱        (4) 

where the subscripts ‘s’ and ‘w’ relate to the uniform soil tests with dense (strong) and loose 

(weak) sand, respectively.  

Figure 8 considers test T04 in particular, where loose soil overlies dense soil. Calculation of 行旺 
was based on the cumulative displacements (つ捲  andつ検 ) after なはど 兼兼  of penetration. 

Displacements at an offset distance of に隙【稽 噺 に, illustrated in subplot (a), were used to 

calculate the values of  行嫗綻掴 and 行嫗綻槻  in subplots (b) and (c), respectively. The displacement 

data from the uniform dense and loose tests (T02 and T03), which are used in the calculation 

of 行旺, are also included in subplot (a). 

Similar to the transition curve of 考旺 (see Figure 4a), the transition of 行嫗綻掴 generally varies from 

0 in the loose sand to 1 in the dense sand, as shown in Figure 8(b). The scatter in the 行嫗綻掴 is 

rather large in the loose sand layer due to the fact that values of つ捲 were very similar in all of 

the tests (see Figure 8(a)).  

The value of 行嫗綻槻 also transforms from 0 to 1, but values around the layer interface range 

widely beyond the ど 蝦 な limits. These values occur because of the layered soil effect on the 

trend of つ検 in test T04 as well as the seemingly coincidental ‘crossing’ of the つ検 data from the 

uniform loose and dense tests near the location of the layer interface in test T04. The magnitude 

of 行嫗綻槻 increases up to approximately ね in the soil just below the layer interface and drops 

dramatically to negative values at 茎【稽 蛤 に. Below this location, 行嫗綻槻 increases gradually to な 

as the displacements in the layered tests begin to match those from the uniform dense test.  

It should be noted that some results may have been affected by the proximity of the layer 

interface to the surface. At the depth of the layer interface (蛤 ぱど 兼兼), the displacements in the 

uniform dense and loose tests (Figure 2) appear to be affected by the ground surface (not yet 

reaching a steady trend). Ideally this layer interface would have been located at a deeper 

location. 

Figure 9 presents the 行嫗 results based on displacements at the other values of lateral offsets 

(に隙【B 噺 に 蝦 は). Again, the scatter in 行嫗綻掴 is attributed to the similar horizontal displacement 

in dense and loose sand. Data smoothing was thus applied by a method of robust local 

regression in Matlab, using a span of のガ of the total number of data points. The transition 

curves of 行嫗綻掴 and 考旺 seem to show comparable extents of the transition zones around the soil 

layer interface (i.e. に稽 in loose sand and ね稽 in dense sand for T04), though the scatter in the 
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loose layer makes delineation of the transition zone difficult. The trend of 行嫗綻槻 is relatively 

clear, with a peak value occurring adjacent to the layer interface, followed by a negative value 

and then levelling off towards 1. The data suggests that the offset from the penetrometer does 

not have a significant influence on the trend of 行嫗. 
Figure 10 shows the transition of 行嫗綻槻 for all the layered soil tests, including two-layer (subplot 

a) and three-layer tests (subplot b, where 茎痛  is the thickness of the sandwiched soil layer). 

Similar to the trends of 考旺 in Figure 4, the layered effects are clear, with either a drastic jump 

or a peak/minimum around the soil layer interfaces. The thin-layer effect (from the three-layer 

tests in Figure 10b) is shown to cause considerable fluctuations of the 考旺 data at the location of 

the layer interfaces. The dramatic variation of 行嫗綻槻 near the first soil layer interface may, like 

the data presented in Figures 8 and 10a, be due to surface effects. The transition around the 

second soil layer interface, located at a depth of 蛤 なのど 兼兼  where surface effects on the 

uniform test data (Figure 2) are insignificant, shows a more reasonable peak at the dense-over-

loose interface and a minimum at the loose-over-dense interface. The value of 行嫗綻槻 around the 

dense-over-loose interface for T06 is greater than 1, indicating that the layer interface is moved 

vertically downwards more than in the uniform sand tests. Correspondingly, the loose-over-

dense interface for T06 with 行嫗綻槻 隼 ど indicates that vertical displacements were less than in 

both of the uniform sand tests, confirming the phenomenon observed from Figure 7. 

The distributions of soil deformation around the penetrometer provide insights into the 

mechanisms that are responsible for the probe resistance data as the cone passes between soil 

layers. Figure 11 schematically illustrates the displacement mechanisms for penetration in 

layered soils. For soil above a loose-over-dense interface, the vertical displacements are 

restricted by the underlying stiffer layer with lower compressibility. For the dense-over-loose 

interface, larger vertical displacements occur owing to the cumulative densification of the 

underlying, more compressible layer. Although test results were somewhat affected by the 

proximity of the ground surface to some of the layer interfaces, the effects of soil layering on 

trends of displacements was generally clear. The observations provided in this paper may assist 

in the qualitative interpretation of CPT data; further work is still required to achieve a 

quantitative methodology for relating penetration resistance and soil deformations in layered 

soils. The results provided here may also provide a useful validation dataset for new 

developments of numerical and analytical methods for CPT data interpretation. 
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4. Conclusions 

This paper presented data obtained from a series of centrifuge tests aimed at investigating the 

effects of soil layering on ground displacement mechanisms around the probe.  

Data from uniform soil tests was provided as a reference to compare layered test data against. 

The effects of soil density and stress level were illustrated from the uniform test results. A large 

influence zone based on soil displacements was noted for the dense sand, owing to its relatively 

low compressibility. The large influence zone and associated higher soil stresses relates well to 

higher penetration resistance in the dense soil compared to the loose soil. A larger deformation 

zone was observed under lower stress conditions due to the increased tendency of the soil to 

dilate. This results in a relatively high stress state around the probe under low stress conditions, 

which explains the non-linear increase of penetration resistance with stress level. 

Soil layering was shown to have a clear effect on soil deformation patterns. The change of 

vertical displacement profile around the soil layer interfaces was more obvious than for the 

horizontal displacement profile. A peak value of soil vertical displacement occurred at dense-

over-loose interfaces, while a local minimum occurred at loose-over-dense interfaces. 

Additionally, displacements at loose-over-dense interfaces were less than those that occurred 

in both the uniform dense and loose tests. For the dense-over-loose interfaces, the 

displacements were greater than for the uniform soil tests.  

The parameters 行嫗綻掴 and 行嫗綻槻 were proposed to evaluate the transition of displacement profiles 

for penetration in layered soils. The trends of 行嫗  provided a quantitative evaluation of the 

layered effects on soil deformation. The transition curves of 行嫗綻掴  and 考旺 were noted to be 

comparable, with similar extents of transition zones around the soil layer interface, though the 

scatter in the 行嫗綻掴 made conclusive delineation of transition zones difficult. The trend of 行嫗綻槻 

was relatively clear, with a peak value occurring adjacent to the dense-over-loose interface and 

a minimum at the loose-over-dense interface. It was shown that the offset distance from the pile 

did not significantly affect the profile of 行嫗 . A deformation mechanism for penetration in 

layered soils was described based on the observed results from the centrifuge tests. 
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Tables 

Table 1: Details of soil profiles for centrifuge tests 

Test ID 
Soil Layer 

Details 

Depth of 

Soil 1 

(mm) 

Depth of 

Soil 2 

(mm) 

Depth of 

Soil 3 

(mm) 

Total depth 

(mm) 

T01-1g D 297 - - 297 

T02 D 301 - - 301 

T03 L 298 - - 298 

T04 L/D 85 205 - 290 

T05 D/L 97 201 - 298 

T06 L/D/L 87 65 142 294 

T07 D/L/D 90 57 153 300 

‘D’: dense sand (経追 蛤 ひどガ); ‘L’: loose sand (経追 蛤 のどガ); 

‘L/D’: loose over dense layers; Soil 1 is upper soil.  

 

 


